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The Confédération Nationale des Poissonniers - Ecaillers de France (CNPEF) is a sustainable State level membership-
based union that defends the interest of their members, fish merchants, and intervene in national debates in support of
actions benefiting the trade and lower their administrative burden. CNPEF examines economic measures, reforms, defends
the legitimate demands of the trade and distribution of fishery products and aquaculture professionals. 

As a membership-based union, CNPEF was seeking an innovative solution to maintain a relationship with their members,
support them in their trade. CNPEP provide support and offer tips in general business, legal, taxation, human resources
and sustainable fishing.  
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AllTheContent produced “Le Guide professionnel du poissonnier”, a magazine that is rich in information and professional
content. The A4 magazine has seven sections: reportage, employment, continuous learning, industry news, sustainable fishing,
recipes and Q&A. The magazine is easy-to-read and summarises current industry issues. 

It acts as an interactive  B2B solution that is engaging and provides the fish merchants with an opportunity to directly ask the
union questions. CNPEF leverages their knowledge, provides answers and/or solutions to business problematics. The magazine
aids their members in being up-to-date and well informed on their legal rights and duties as fish merchants. AllTheContent
provides unique and tailored content for Le Guide professionnel du poissonnier. The agency conducts interviews, research, and
provided high-quality images. In addition, the agency created the design, print and the distribution. The final product was printed
on high quality, glossy plastic like paper that is resistant to the humid conditions of the fish merchant’s environment. A one-stop
agency for all of the CNPEF added value content.  
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Since 2001, AllTheContent supplies the contents that media and companies need to attract and retain their audiences, across all
topics, platforms and languages, initially under the umbrella of the ATC Future Medias group and then, since 2011, as an
independent company. 

AllTheContent is a content agency with an outsourced talent pool of 1950+ professionals (writers, translators, producers) and
distributor of selected third-party content, including Reuters. It combines the best of the media with new technologies to provide
unique added value to websites, newspaper publishers, radio/TV broadcasters, telecom companies, IPV/OTT platforms, airline
companies and video wall services. 

Contact us to discuss your requirements.


